Hotel Magister
Informatic University Contract Regulations
(for foreign students)
1. The hostel network is part of the university network. According to this the university
informatical orders are applied to the users of the hostel network (http://www.unipannon.hu/informatika/info.htm). In accordance to this those questions which are not ordered
here, are regulated concerning the university informatical orders.
2. Only students with valid dormitory contract are allowed to use the hostel network after the
reporting and registering the port.
3. The network-using right cannot be handed over, the service cannot be transferred, including in
case of good faith.
4. In the case of any malfunction or illegal, forbidden activity the reported user takes the whole
responsibility.
5. Services which can be used out of the hostel network: http, https, ftp, ssh, telnet, telnets,
whois, finger, pop3, pop3s, imap, imaps, auth, ntp, nntp, rsycn, cvs, svn, dict, mysql,
postgresql, yahoo aim, msn, skype, sip, irc, x11, xfs, dect, rdp, bitkeeper. Any other services
or attempts to use other services are forbidden. These services can only be used by the ports
given by IANA (http://www.iana.org).
6. Further, the services allowed are controlled by the hostel network’s router. The evasion or the
attempt to evade this is considered as a disciplinary fault.
7. Only the services enabled by the administrator can be used on the students’ PC.
8. The students are allowed to use the network for personal purposes in a limited rate (e.g. letterwriting, personal homepage), but to use the network for business is forbidden.
9. The preparation and fulfillment of actions conflicting the contemporary Hungarian laws are
forbidden, e.g.: breach of other personality rights (e.g. religious, political, ethnic
distinguishing), forbidden business purposes (e.g. organizing pyramid and pilot games),
breach of authority rights (e.g. illegal use or spread of softwares), activities beyond good taste
(e.g. spread of any kind of pornography), etc.
10. The lending or handing over of the password or using other’s password is forbidden (even
with the permission of the owner).
11. It is forbidden to use the network in an inappropriate way, disturb its security or functioning,
or carrying activities which lead to disturbances (e.g. spam, portcsan etc.). Furthermore, it is
forbidden to spread programs causing disturbances or the causeless, lavish use of the
resources.
12. It is forbidden to disturb or embarrass the work of others and the modifying, damaging or
demolishing activities of the resources and of the network’s data or services.

13. It is forbidden to use the resources and services in an inappropriate way.
14. It is forbidden to intercept or counterfeit the network traffic.
15. It is forbidden: the unauthorized access to the network’s resources or to its data, the
unauthorized use of them, the systemic trial and error of services even for testing (e.g. TCP
port scan). Furthermore, hacking trial or helping in hacking is forbidden also.
16. Every user on the network has to keep the internet ethic orders (http://www.vekoll.unipannon.hu/illik.htm).
17. The breach of rules has to be immediately reported to the informatical teacher or the
administrator.
18. The student takes notice of that the operators of the network can make information gathering
because of technical or security means.
19. The student takes notice of that he/she can be restricted or can be banned from the network by
the operators in case of inappropriate or illegal activities.
20. The student declares that he/she is aware of the orders and keeps them as regarded for
him/herself, too.

Present document comes into force on 27th August 2010.

